
Accelerated Leadership  
Development
Two Day Immersion Workshops 2020
Waikato: October 21-22

How far could you go? How great could you be? What change will you lead?

STRICTLY 
LIMITED SPACES 

AVAILABLE



FOUNDERS 
KEEPERS

Tonia Cawood BCom BPhEd CMInstD

Founder, Business Owner, Advisor, Project Manager, 
Mentor, Independent Director, Chair of the Board: 
recovering perfectionist, super passionate about 

tapping into pracademia to help people unlock their 
leadership talents to be all they are capable of, leading 

with passion and power to fulfil their purpose.

WHY:
 y Unlocking potential for you and your people is critical to success as a leader. You only achieve outstanding 
results when you master leading from the inside-out. We know this. We see this.

 y The struggle is real. Lack of clarity, conviction and compelling communication of purpose, vision, values and 
strategy leaves people confused and demotivated. Culture disintegrates and innovation opportunities are 
squandered. We can help.

 y High performing individuals and teams understand what makes them tick and leverage their collective 
talents and execution skills to deliver remarkable results. We want this for you.

WHAT:
 y Clarifying your leadership purpose, strengths and values

 y Identify what successful leadership looks like for you

 y Expanding your self-awareness and emotional intelligence

 y Optimising you by mastering your fundamentals

 y Speakership

 y Building high performing teams

 y Giving and receiving fertilising feedback

 y Planning for making the learning stick

HOW:
 y Acceleration and immersion are evidence-based approaches that underpin the design of all our leadership 
development programmes.

 y We go fast and far, and dive deep to master the fundamentals of authentic leadership.
 y We focus on both behaviours and skills. When you lead from the inside-out your results reflect not only 
what you do but most importantly who you are.

Sacha Coburn LLB MEd

Founder, Business Owner, Leadership and 
Communication Master Keynote Speaker, Author, 

Facilitator, Mentor, Franchisor, Director: recovering lawyer, 
with a recently acquired First Class Honours Masters 

degree in Adult Education, super-powered up to elevate 
people to lead authentically with courage and grit.

ARE YOU READY TO FLY? 
Do you want to lead with courage and heart? Are you prepared to do the work 
to become an inspired, inspirational leader? Invest two days with THE COMPANY 
YOU KEEP to explore and expand your leadership potential and capability. 

Residential Two Day Immersion Workshop 2020  
(October 21-22), $2,900 (+ GST) 

SPEAK WITH US TODAY TO SECURE YOUR SPOT.  
SPACES ARE STRICTLY LIMITED 

Connect with us
tonia@thecompanyyoukeep.co.nz
027 480 4234

sacha@thecompanyyoukeep.co.nz
027 475 0390

www.thecompanyyoukeep.co.nz

thecompanyyoukeepnz


